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Background

Cells are constantly exposed to DNA damages introduced by replication 
stress, cellular metabolism, and genotoxic agents. Compared to their 
normal cell counterparts, cancer cells are known to have reduced DNA 
repair activities and thus are more vulnerable to external DNA damaging 
agents. Illudins are natural sesquiterpenes that alkylate DNA in the minor 
grooves. Though illudins exhibit strong anti-tumor activities in selected 
hematologic and solid cancers, their high toxicity limited further clinical 
application. However, the semi-synthetic derivatives of illudins Irofulven 
is well tolerated clinically. Irofulven introduces DNA lesions that are 
repaired specifically by the Transcription-Coupled Nucleotide Excision 
Repair (TC-NER) pathway1. In addition, Irofulven is a prodrug that requires 
activation by the NADPH-dependent oxidoreductase Prostaglandin 
Reductase 1 (PTGR1). Overexpression of PTGR1 improves the efficacy of 
irofulven by 2~100 fold in colon, liver, and kidney cells2. The Irofulven 
analogue LP-184, or (-)-hydroxyurea methylacylfulvene, targets 
homologous recombination deficient tumors and also requires PTGR1 for 
metabolic activation3. In the current study, we showed the clinical 
potential of its positive enantiomer LP-284 in hematologic cancers.

Objectives

● To explore the anti-tumor activities of LP-284 in the NCI-60 human 
tumor cell lines screen

● To identify the putative metabolic activation enzyme of LP-284 by in 
silico analysis

● To identify the hematologic cancer subtypes that LP-284 may be 
applied to

● To investigate the mechanism of actions of LP-284

Results

Results (continued)

Figure 1. LP-284 has distinct anti-tumor activities among 
acylfulvenes and illudins 

● LP-184 (the negative enantiomer), LP-184 + LP-284 mixture, 
and Irofulven exhibited similar anti-tumor activities

● Illudin-S and illudin-M displayed similar activities

● LP-284 (the positive enantiomer) showed a distinct activity 
spectrum with the broadest anti-hematologic cancer cell 
activities among the acylfulvenes

Figure 2. LP-284 is unlikely to be metabolically activated by 
PTGR1 

Summary

Key Findings
● LP-284 has distinct anti-tumor activities 

among acylfulvenes and illudins
 

● LP-284 is unlikely to be metabolically 
activated by the known acylfulvene activator 
PTGR1
 

● LP-284 exhibits nanomolar potency in 
lymphoma, multiple myeloma, and leukemia 
cell lines

● Pharmacological inhibition of the NER 
pathway by the FDA-approved drug 
spironolactone sensitizes double-hit 
lymphoma and multiple myeloma cells to 
LP-284

We hypothesize that LP-284 induces DNA lesions, 
which may be lethal to TC-NER deficient 
hematologic cells and may also block transcription 
of short-lived fusion genes that are essential for 
hematologic cancer cell survival until repaired. 
Therefore, our discovery of the novel enantiomer 
LP-284 may provide a targeted therapy option for 
hematologic cancers with compromised DNA 
repair systems.
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Gene EC # R

DHRS1 1.1.-.- 0.55

PAOX 1.5.3.13 0.44

MSRB1 1.8.4.12 0.36

GPD1 1.1.1.8 0.35

ALOX5 1.13.11.34 0.35

● Both LP-184 and Irofulven, which preferably inhibited solid 
cancer cell growth, were highly significantly correlated with 
PTGR1 expression. However, PTGR1 expression was not 
correlated with LP-284’s toxicity (Figure 2A). 

● We also compared PTGR1 expression between 180 
hematologic cancer cell lines and 856 solid cancer cell lines 
using the public CellMiner data5. The significantly low 
expression of PTGR1 in hematologic cancer cell lines (Figure 
2B) indicates the existence of an alternative LP-284 activator 
in hematologic cells. 

● None of the 489 oxidoreductases was highly correlated 
(correlation coefficients> 0.7) with LP-284’s activity. The top 5 
significantly correlated genes by RNA expression and their 
correlation coefficients are listed in Figure 2C.

Figure 3. LP-284 has nanomolar potency in a variety of 
hematologic cell lines 

● LP-284 exhibited nanomolar potency (measured by 
72h-CellTiter-Glo viability assays)  in mantle cell lymphoma 
(average IC50=342 nm, n=6), double-hit lymphoma (IC50=449 
nM ,n=1), Burkitt’s lymphoma (IC50=431 nM , n=1), multiple 
myeloma (IC50=334 nM, n=1), chronic myeloid leukemia 
(average IC50 =360 nM, n=3), and acute lymphocytic leukemia 
(average IC50= 351 nM, n=2).

● The imatinib-resistant chronic myeloid leukemia cell line K562R  
is sensitive to LP-284 (IC50=295 nM).

Figure 4. Spironolactone sensitizes SUDHL6 and RPMI8226 cell 
lines to LP-284

● Spironolactone (Sp.), an FDA approved drug for treating 
hypertension, could degrade a key TC-NER player ERCC34. 

● Treating the double-hit lymphoma cell SUDHL6 with 10 μM Sp. 
didn’t impact cell survival, whereas adding the same amount 
significantly enhanced LP-284 (450 nM) mediated cell death 
after 24 hours (Figure 4A, n.s.: not significant; **: p<0.01). 

● 10 μM Sp., which didn’t cause cytotoxicity to the multiple 
myeloma cell line RPMI8226 (data not shown), reduced LP-284’s 
IC50 by 2.4 fold (Figure 4B).
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